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Foreword 

nu~ L hnical repon describes 1-95, a proposed collaborative effon concerned with the 
r i ment of a nationaJ information infrastructure. Although the jury is still out concerning 

th nire of th 1-95 projec,t itself I beJieve that the timeliness ,of th topic and 1 , e importance of 
' 1 nr: bitecturaJ is ues d,eveloped :in th.e proposal are de erving of dissemination within the 

.arch community. Our colleagues m industry, government and acade:mi~ are in ri ed to read 
1h1. TR a Request for Comments - an anempt to initiate a nadonal dialogu on the 

hit tu.re and services of the emer ing national (and imernatfonal) info:rmatio.n infrastructure. 

· i h cl Denouzos the Director of the Laboratory for Computer Science has been the principal 
IMUJator and one of the driving forces behind this proposal In addition to tbei:r siginificant 

nuibulions as. co-authors Hal Abelson, Michael Dertouzos and Peter Szolovits have been the 
men of the e-diting process. 1-95 has benefited from me personal attention and suppon of 

non·, · enior members of the Institute including the President, Charles Vest, the Pro ost, Mark 
W ighton and Joel Moses. the Dean •Of En.gineering. I would also like to acknowledge. the 
, fforl of our administrative and support staff - Martin Harris. PauJ Powell .. Anne Wailes, 
J, nn·, r Watton and Tanie York. 

·man although the ext of this repon is largely based. on the ori 0 inal I-95 proposal I take 
penionaJ ~nsibilicy (~d must ~P .. o,logize to my colleagues) for any errors or omissions that 
lluV been mttoduced dunng the edinng process. 

ambridge, M.A. David Tennenbouse. 
August 1993 
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1-95 

THE INFORMATION MARKET 

ABSTRACT 

I-95 will facilitate the free-market purchase, sale and exchange of J;nformadon services. Driven 
by an. a!Hance of universiti,es-MIT, UC Berke)ey. CMU, Harvard and UCLA-and 
compani.es-DBC Raytheon1 Continental Cablevision NYNEX. mM and Lotus- - 1-95 will 
coordinate an euensive network of interoperable telephony. cablet fiber . and wireless 
technologies· and will stimulate me growth. of information semces for in.di viduals and for large 
and small business.es. 

Tbe i\lDiqueriess of me 1-9.5 effon: is rooted in our: 
•· commitment to an open informati.on market rather than a centralized set of brokered services; 
• strict relianc _ on a crisp infrastmc.ture arc:bi.tecture that extends far beyond network 

connectivity to include modular shared services that facilitate the rapid development and 
interoperation of new .appHcations · 

• technical activjties. which are foou.sed on the critical technologies needed to tum the 
architecture into reality; 

• establishment of integrated mark.el de e[opment teams that wil] catalyze new infrastruoture 
uses in health care, software products and serv.ioes small business support, and other areas· and 

,. instrumentation/evaluation process for measuring performance and assessing impacL 

-- --------------------®- -





l _ Introduction 

Lost in the current freozy •Of extending high bandwidth computer networks to homes and 
businesses. js the sober recognition that mformatio _ bigbways as hey are cun:ently planned 
provide only connectivity or, at most. brokered services. But connectivity does not constitute an 
adequate infras.tructure for an information market if there is no coherent architecture to ensure 
the easy development of new applications. And brokered information · ervjoe c~not be scaled 
broadly. since they cater by intent to th.e wishes of a few information suppliers. When a cable 
company offers a service fQr the home rental of video on demand, it does n.ot generally put in 
place the infrastructure capabilities that will also allo individuals to sell substantive information 
services to others, because jt ,doe not perceive this as 1ts immediate business interest. Yet. that 
,capability is essen ·.·al to a free information market. 

For an information infrastructure to be truly .effective it must support a free market for 
information services, regardless of their origin . geographic extent or quantitative reach. This 
mean that the information infrastructure must be endowed with characteristics that support and 
encourage its diverse users to easily pur-chase sell or ,exchange an w::tlimited. range of traditional 
and new information. services. under their own initiative and for their own pmposes .. 

The uruqueness of the I-95 effort ~ s rooted .in our: 
·• commitment to an •open information. mark.et,. rather trum a centralized se of brokered services; 
• strict reliance on a crisp :infrastructure arehitectDe i:hat extends far beyond network 

connecti\•ity t.o include modular shared services tha facilitate the rapid development and 
interoperation of n w applications; -

• technical activities. which are focused on the critical technologies needed to tum the 
architecture into r-ealjty; 

• establishment of in~egrated market de·velopment teams that will catalyze new infrasmmture 
uses in health care, software pr,oducts and services- small business support, and other areas·· and 

• instnunentation/e aluatlon process for measurino- pe:rfonnance and assessing impact. 

I 95 i an informa:tio.D infrastrucmre designed to faci itate the free-market pur-chase, sale and 
exchange ,of info:rm8Jtion services. Driven by an alliance of universities-MIT . UC Berkeley, 
CMU. Harvard and UCLA- and compan·e 0 - DEC, Raytheon. Continental Cablevision, 
NYNEX. JBM and Lotus-l-95 ill coordinate an exten i e network of interoperable telepbo~y, 
cable fiber. and wireless technologies and will stimulate the growth of information services f:or 
individual and for large and small businesse . In addition to the founding partners listed above, 
the 1-9 alliance may be expanded to include one or more of AIT, Hewlett Pa:.ckard, Motoro. a 
and others with whom discussions have extended beyond the publication <loo of this report. 

1.1 Infrastructore Architecture 

The requirements of an information market can be met if the infra.structure adheres to an 
.architectural coherence that extends well beyond th simple connectivity protocols of today' · 
networks into conventions and sharred ervice tailored to doing business in the e ectronic 
marketpface. These conveotion mus.t naturally and. eff ecti ely serve a comm.unity that i - large 
enough -o . mak.e the development of infra tructure uses. that depeod o•n them easy and 
oconomicall attractive. 
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,i_) Application 

sfrastructure ') 

TRADmONAL --rH1N• 
NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE 

Applications call far large 
devel:opment efforts end do not 

share much wiith each other 

PAOPOSED INFRASTRUCTURE 
Appl 1cations invo,!ve less develop

ment effon and share services with 
each other art several tevels 

In I-9 5. we propose a tbme~ ]eve] architecture: At the lowest level there is me co.nnecti vi ty 
s□bstr:ate tba t, delivers packets of u.ndifferentiated bits by matchlng the needs of various 
infra.structure services to the available services offered by telephony, video. and wireless 
transport. For example, if users •of a group conference service of 1-95 require certain video 
capabilities. ,or a designated level. o.f security~ the substrate will strive to m_atch mese needs with 
some available transport service and engage ilie closest a ailable alternative to which the 
conference ervice can gracefully degrade. Besides its technical functions of matching properties 
such as bandwidth. delay security and r-eliability) the substrate is the level at which I-95 presses 
for a broad reach and an unhindered fliow of traffic across substrate provider boundaries :so as to 
stimulate compe · tiom and. safeguard .individual freedoms. 

At the highest level there is the dial:ogu,e. dedicated to human uses of the infrastructure and to 
the software agents that provide application-ievel service.s to users. Discourse at this level 
involves sg:jG,tS that represent the infonnatio.a: transactions and information flows that users meed 
to carry out activities such as advertising and discovery. selection .and .negotiation, binding 
commitment and settlement. This is also the level to which outside services such as the SABRE 
airline system are connected. m short, the dialogue is where users and their computers interact 
on the basis ,of shared human concepts. Book this flight. Send these x-Rays to Clinic x with 
highesr pri:vaey. What computer tedmic.frm jobs are avail-able in Boston? Send me software 
product y ... ue examples of dialogue~level script fragments .. Since computers can. also interact 
with Olle another at this level, scripts may be au tomared-.an infrastructure activity that is 
essential to human productivity enhancement. 

Scripts are ,coupled to the user via suitable user-interfa~e sysrems aad COJlYe,n.tions, Tbis perm1ts 
scripts and. user interfaces to be used across a variety of different infrastructure settings. For 
example. brmvsing through a catalogue of products can be controlled by typm_g, by speech. or 
even by an automated software agent that negotiates on behalf of its human sponSior. 
Alternatively, a speech understanding script could be tailored to couple people to dialogue 
se-rvices that book flights or that interact with a. medical or jobs database. 

At the intermediate level. be.tween the dialogues and the co.nnectlvity substrate, !here is the 
~a set of' infrastructure services from w ruch dialogue-level applications are constructed. 
Bridge services such .as authentication are used in implementing other bigher-levd. bridge 
serv·ces such as electronic c-0nferencing. In fact, the enfu 1-95 infraskllcture may be viewed as 
a rich collection of interconn.ect-ed bridge services. th highest level of which fo.rm the dialogue, 
with its: special provisions for people. and the iowest level ,of which form the substrate with its 
special provisions tlla.t c-0uple the infrastructure to existing network protocols. We expect that a:s 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -~ ·. - -® 
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1-95 gro,wst o will ·ts bridge services, advancing in the process the dialogue boundary to higher 
more useful human levels of ·nteractioa. The bndge includes a kernel called the Information 
Mesh. that enables bridge .services to be located and linked together. 

We contrast the potentiaJ utility of the above in:frastn1cture archite.cture with the fragilityt rigidi, 
and often chaotic nature of present network uses where application.-Jevel oftw.a:re is built 
directly upon the connectivity substrate, in i olation from other applications. 

1.2 Technical Activities 
To make I..:95 a reality. we plan to carry oat the following technical activities: 

Specify dialogue level langua0 es and libraries ,of comm.en bosines practices .. 
We will explore sev ral pos ible languages and il1 decide whether there will be a single 
scripting angruage. or a variety of languages open to continuing evolution. w·e a1 o plan to 
assemble .a , "bracy of processes depicting common business practices to serve as the basis for 
implemen.ting scripts. The library will be a ailable on-line as a re:sour,ce for 1-95 participants. 

Construct a coherent Petsonal Information Environment 
The steadily increasing array of personal computational d.evices-dmepieces, cellular phones 
portable computers. beepen and calculators-dupJicate functions and interfaces and are n.ot 
mteroperable. Many of the applicaitio emerging on J .;9 5 will require increasing! sophisticated 
personal interfaces that combine · peech, hearing, viewing displays as well as looking at the 
surrounding world. and tactile feedba~k. ·. o bring so,me order to this pe onal sy tem ,explosion 
we intend to develop a personal information environment---,ai combination cellular 
transmitter/personal computer worn on one's belt, a Body Net connecting this unit via wireless 
low-power L ~ to ,eyeglasses with integrated phones and microphone that ,can superpose 
,computer-displayed images with. real images.. The idea is to provide th.e simplest interfaces 
where they ar . needed,, i.e., where me fingers,. eyes aod. ears are . ocated, and ·o economize by 
having on1y one di.splay. he po.ssibilities of using such an environment are eodless, since the 
cover the fu11 spectrum of human-computer interaction. We will develop the arcbitectur-e of such 
a device prototype it and use it in a set of applications, m be determined. 

I:mpl.emeot authoring tools for :scalable customizab.le interfaces 
Consistent with the J-c95 interface isolation principle. this activity will provide authoring too]s for 
the construction of personali2ed muJtiple-modality user interfaces, through specification of the 
dialogue elements and their mterr-elation. 

Experiment with hmrum language-'b,a.sed interfaces 
This acti.vity generalizes the spee.ch understanding echnologies developed at MIT to a . evel ma 
can couple directly to different dialogue scripts ther,eby bringinO' the power and ubiquity of 
mteractive dialogue to· the user. Human. ]anguage ,extends beyond speech 10 gestures writing and 
"mousing''. We intend to explore the multi~moclal aspects of such hum.an language systems, 
where rh multiple modalides trive to convey the ame concept 

Design essenr al mesh con entions and key bridge services. 
This minimalist kemel focuses ,on the key capabilities of the bridge level that permit universal 
access in a · ystem capabl of scaling to global proportions. We wil] publish a. spedficatio of 
mesh names to be used in _ -95. and :e will imp ement a prototype service for name resolution 
and brjdge obj,ec:t location. We wj]] also provide a prototype •object ca'tal:og and a. mesh 
navigation tool 
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Implement criocall security and authentication bridge services 
lm95 will provide powerful mechan.isms for co.ntrolling .information access, for mixing public and 
private information. and for authenticating messages. Beyond providing services for privacy and 
authentication. we will explore the use of e[ectronic _monex through. tokens that cannot be easily 
duplicated, can be verified to be genuine and, when they pass from one party to another. are Pot 
po1ssessed by both. We will ex.perimem with uses. of Fair Cryprosystems wbere multiple mistees 
are m volved and with digital .signarures with time constraints for bidding services. We also 
propose to address prote<:tion of systems attached to the l-9·5 substtate via a physic-al device that 
we caJI a securitv firewall. which we shall also prototype. 

Implement storage and. access Bridge~L.evel Services 
The amoum of information th.at will grow on the 1-95 infrasm1cture will be on the order of 
millions to billions of information objects~ In such a setting, finding the informa.tmn one needs 
being able to store information reliably and securely and operating efficiently with stor~d 
information become key requirements. Examples of what we plan to implement in this area 
include (1) a bridge service that allows u:sers to browse, locate. and search for different types of 
information such as textt digitized ideo and audio, thrr-0ugh use of a Semantic Fi le Sxst.em. a 
Content Rm.uing,_S)'.stem and a Stru.;t11.red Vid o Svstem-all of whlcb we shall prototype. (2) a 
large scale rideo server that can store many hours of full motion video files that are accessible by 
hundreds o clients and (3) a bridge service that s.uppo,rts the s.ecure. efficient and persistent 
storage of infonnation 

Stimulaoo development ,of the 1-9.5 ,coDRectivity substrate 
Through the 1-95 substrate (l} we sh.aJ.l strive to make Ethemet-like acoess ubiquitous throughout 
the region by 1995 (Partn,ers. Continental and DEC have jointly committed to deploy l:he requisite 
access ·technologies)· (2) DEC will develop a. beta test substrate with local access at 6 Mbps 
cable. LS Mbps Tl. and 56/64 Kbps and (3) through its second.-generation Ethernet CAT 
modem will support the 1-9 5 basic interface~ (4) Contin.ental will make its regional fiber optic 
network. wbicb passes most of the cable head ,ends in the region, available to 1-95 toward a 
Sonet/ATM facility operating at 155 Mbps~ (5) Raytheon will provide access to its private fiber 
optic ne,twork. which covers some 100 miles of Eastern Massacbusetts; (6) the I-95 substrate will 
be supported by a dismbuted control center operated by Continental~ Digital.. YNEX. 
Raytheon. and Teleport Boston (7) Raytheon and Digital will develop ATM network 
components;. (8) Raytheon will develop a wireless system that supports a 20-- ' 00 Mbps shared. 
access channel and allows incli.vidual users m bll!fst at rates wp to 6 Mbps; (9) Digital and Lincoln 
Laboratory are working on third genera.ti.on wireless networi.king technology which will also be 
tested on the I~95 substrate~ (10) U.C. Berteley will contribute a portable wireJess ·pad that 
suppons v~deo pen input_. audio and tex1 and graphics; (1 l } MlT wm prototype an .Integrated 
Services Packet Network that supports controlled qualities of service~ and ( 12) we will specify 
archlt:ec.t:ure and engineering gwdelines that facilitate tbe continuous renewal of the substrate. 

l.3 Market Development Teams 

This is not a test! The 1-95 netwo.rk will be a .major operational network that serves a major 
population center - and the architecture to support an open-market economy must be tested 
against real applications. We will ,establish market dev,elQpmenLteams that will actively tailor 
the I~95 . technology to specific markets and aggressively stimulate its adopti.on by user 
communities. They will encourage industries to take advantage of the 1-95 architecturet hep 
people who want to do this, provide the architecture team with StreSSmtesting and feedback. and 
implement .scripts for particular business. applications. The initial teams will focus on the 
following areas: 

Software Products and Services: The Boston software industry is active and ripe for electronic 
interactions. This market development team will pursue software companies. professionals, 

----- --®--
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customers and analysts. to design network applications tbat (l) help buyers and suppliers of 
software fmd each other. negotiate deaJs and pJace ,orders e].ectron:ically· and (2) distribute the 
products. 

Health Care Pr,odncts and Services: The hea1th care .market development team will focus on 
tb.e interaction among key pfayer ucb as pati,ents and their families doctors. HMOs, k!stiog 
laboratories and pharmaceutical 1co.mpanies. We wiU begjn this effort by purs ing a full v1deo 
and multimedia approach for patients requiring extended home care. 

Small Businesses: 1-95 will I-each small businesses that have traditionally been slow to 
modernize operations but that contribute greatly to the iiegion's business climate by supponing 
the arge c-orporations tba.t encircle them. The Small Bu iness market development team will 
define a minhnal • infoport' made up entirely of hardware and softw,are components that can be 
acquired at local retail outlets and connects easily at th I-9 - dialogue le el. 

Other Markets: In addition t-0 :specific application areas we will also make several capa'bilities 
available to all u ers of the :ne work, including the general public.. The market development team 
pursuing these applications will stimulate 0) the matching of employer witb. people seeking 
jobs; (2) want ads in a adety of sectors~ (3) educational activities, ,especially training and 
courses at a distance· and ( 4) cultura1 and per-sonal devefopment activities. 

1.4 Instrumenta:tion. and Evaluation 
UCLA will de · elop a Center for -95 BubsJrate_Measurement. Evaluation,. .and Design that will 
provide traffic measurements. patterns and trends as well as data and tools that facilitate be 
modeling, evaluation and design ,of the substrate. MlT economists will assess the ·producti vitv 
impact of 1~95 through business performance measures and estimates. and MIT soda] scientisls 
will assess the s.oc~al imp.act of 1-95. Such vigilance will be most usefuJ in the evo,lution of the 
1-95 information infrastructure wbicb will be a ma jar new medium of .social di&course. 

1.5 Regional to National Aspects 
The 1-9·5 architecture bas been shaped by the need to facilitate nationa]I coor,dmation while at the 
same time encou.raging rapid and vigorous innovation. We are concerned that the maio1 obstacle 
to ·the emergenc of a uu]y nationalinfonnation infrastructure will be_ architectural. rather ~an 
pbvsica1. The capacity of substrate~ ]eve] seivices will ste-adily impruve as carrie,rs roll out their 
competing services. However the haphazard deployment of diverse architectures. and user 
interface paradigm within the individual r,egions would necessitate a period of consolidation and 
retrenchment. To avoid this. we will actively encoura_g,e. the coordination of re0 ional activities 
and we will work closely with the regional alliances both on archit.ectural issues and on the 
,exchange of softw a.re and services .. 

Through gateways to the existing Internet 1-95 , ub cribers will be immediately linked to its 
. arge reservoir of i.nfo,rmation · ervices and . by extension to the other regional info __ rmation 
infrastructures across the nation. Assuming that such a combined infrastructure retains 
ar-chitectural coherence, i s uses will be more signi 1cant than those of a single regionaJ 
infrastructure in exactly the same ense that a telepho,ne .system spanning the nation :s more 
u eful thl.!!!t one spanning only part of tll _ nation. 
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2 .. Approach 

l.1 An open information market requires .archit.ectural clarity 
After a thiny-year evolution foom the Arpai~et to the Internet to the Information Highway. 
computer-based mass c-0mmunicatio.n has become the defining technology in th transition from 
the 20th ~o the 21st century. Plans to extend high-bandwidth computer networks to homes and 
business are u-ruolding at a frenzied rate, backed by cable companies,. telephone companies 
publishers; schools libraries. shopping se,n,-ices, and governments all eager to participate in the 
huormation Market that these information highways will engender. 

Lose in the clamor, however, is the sober r,ecognition. that information highways as !hey are 
currently planned, provide only QQnn~tiyitY. Connectivity does not; in and of itself. constitute 
an adequate infrastrucrure for a free-market economy. In particular: 

• An rnfonnation Dlill:ke! requires ec.ur;,1:Ltoundatiojls_ that can su.pport robust and scaJ.able coatrol 
of informatioa access and snaring. The current Internet foundations .• put in place largely with 
the original ArpaNet. are inadequate for serious comme:rciaJ use. Today it is womsome and 
ironic that, as Internet functionality inc:11e-asingly e p:ands companies are increasingly hiding 
their internal networks behind gateways that r:eduoe their internet connections to little mo:r,e 
than mail delivery services. This trend flies in me face of the needs of an information mark.et 
that requires transmission of sensitive infonnation such as ealed bids and patient medical 
records and flexible access to databases that mix; proprietary and non-proprietary infonnatioa. 

• An information market requires modular elements from which. high-level :services can be 
constructed in. a mix-and-match wa.y. l,ackiog these substmtial information services become 
compl x monolithic systems, and constructing them becomes an expensive proposition in 
which only a few playen can panicipate. A national marketing chain might develo,p an 
interactive shopping service, but the comer supermarket could not adapt the catalogue browser 
from tha.t servic.e to ad'vertise its goods in the neighborhood. aor adapt the payment processing 
module to automate its own billing. · or is there room for a thlrd-party information: broker to 
pro,vide automated comparative shopping. As we rush to consttuct information highways we 
shouJd ,conside whether we we erecting an infrastn.J.cmre that pemuts millions of inwv·duals to 
use their vehicles on the high ways for their own purposes and .at their own discretion-or 
wbecber the highways will be restricted ro a few large agencies that broker busses and trucks to 
meet ,everyone's transportation needs. As straightforward as this point should be, especially in 
a free mar~et society, it · s nevettheless a source of gr,eat confusion among many of wday' s 
major players as they try to positioa tbemse[ves for increased rev•enues through new services. 

• The essential point is that an information market requires architectural coherence in the 
information infrastrucmre, well beyond simple co.rmectivi ty protocols such as TCP, FrP and 

MTP .. This cob~r,ence _indu~es not only protocols. for higher.:ievel servic s, but also 
convenuons for dou1g busmess m the electtoruc marketplace----.such as. bow to pay for goods 
and services or how to access catalogues of information. These ,eonvendons. must be agreed 
upon by a community large enough to make the development of computationa[ servic:e'5 that 
depend on themeconomicilly feasible and attractive. 

The orientation. sophistication and ability of the emerging national mformation infrastructure to 
meet tne nation's changing requirements have yet to be determined. The issues are complex and 
their resolution will require the syatlhesis of tecbnology. management, and policy considerations. 
even while commercial products and services are rapidly being rolled out. The national 
information infrastructure is now being forged,. and its shape will be determined by tb.e alliances 
that actively participate in the smithing process 

----------------------®-
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I-95 is an alliance of uruversjtiest computer companies. and communications companies that will 
assemble an exrens·v•e operational network in the greater Boston regional area (I-95 by 1995). 
including home and small bus.iness LAN (Ethernet. T'oken Ring) servic,e and a variety of A™ 
and weless services. We will use this network as a testbed for .refining architecmra:I coher-ence 
for field-testing the crucial protocols and modules from which high-level market~oriented 
s,ervices are assembled? and for cata~yzing an open and active informatio,n marketplac 
encompassing thousands of individual: and businesses. 

2.2 I-9S is based on a three level architecture 
J-95 identifies a three~level architecture as a framewo-rk for protocols. conventions and senri,ce:s: 
• At the lowest level, there is the connectivity whstrate.. This is the basic. ccmnecti vity service 

that delivers packets of undifferentiated bits. The protocols are essentially already fixed by 
standard commercial use~ although we hope to influence these to pmvide better fimcti:onality 
through quaJity-of-iservice and security specifications. 

• At the intermediate level there is the bridge-the mesh of ,object reposit.ories security and 
information sharing servi.ces from w rucb dialogue level applications are constructed. Indeed 
the fragility and rigidity of present .information market applications derive,s largely from d:Je 
fact that current applications are built dir-ectly upon the connectivity substrate w·thout the 
well-defmed intermediate evels of abstraction that the bridge provMes. 1-95 will specify the 
basic bridge-level protocols) implement some of me ,essential bridge elements and services and. 
establish the foundation for other elements and services. 

• At the highest level.~ there are the ap,pfo::.atiruLdia ogµ;,e:s conducted among human use.rs of the 
network and software agents that pro ide application Je el services. Our goal here is to 
provjde a framework that permits applications to be easily assembled from modules that 
perfonn market-related functions. The key idea is to fru:malize these funcnqns as s.cripts that 
describe the activities of users in the mformation market. 

Section 3 des.cribes this architectme in detail. Here we .indicate the major I-95 challenges for 
work at ,each level: 

• At the dialo&ue level we will construct a anguage ,of scripts and we will implement modules 
that permit mdividual :cript acts m be automated or supported by software agents. Crucial to 
the archi~ecture of the dialogue level is the stipu]ation that the acts themselves are isolated from 
the user interface by suitable iruerfac.~ J:lmtocols and so can scale across a variety of network 
band.widths and use1-interface modalities. (For ,exampfe. b:mwsing through a price catalogue 
can be controlled by typing, by speech. by gesture o,r by an automated software agent that 
works on behalf of its human sponsor.) 'To snppon tms oommirtment to multiple modalities we 
will also build a ooherent.p.ersaaal j aform a.tion environment whose capacity for multimedia. 
input and output goes far beyond the personal digital assistants now appearing on the market. 

"'Atthe bddgeJeve.l we must develop the framework for an entir mesh of information objects 
and the services they support. One critical serv.ioe here is s,ecmicy. and we will implement such 
services as time-limited digital s.igna ures, hared secret information. electronic money and. 
messages that cannot be repudiated. We will also explore systems aspects of network security, 
wnh the objective of providing secwicy fuewalls in the network in an .app.lica.tion-independen.t 
manner. Another service we will implement is automatk content-basedjndexing of databases 
to suppon c,on1e~nt.ad.dress,ab e file_ sys terns. One key to the bridge leve is that it supplies 
typed data objects in a universal location-independent namespace. We w:i.ll specify the 
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protocols to support this,, and present prototype implementations of the basic mecharusms. This 
kernel implementation1 which we call the Information Mesh. is currently under development at 
LCS. 

• At Ole substrate level. we recognize that the creation of a national info:rmation mfrastructu.re has 
yet to achieve anything resembling a critical mass of connected users. Substantial long 
distance transmission facilities hav, been deployed. but local connectivity · s still largely 
restric«m to low-speed/ fixed~ba.ndwidth: access. 1-95 will catw.yze rapid commercialization of 
varia1ble-bandwidib ~ocal-access technnlo~ and make such access technology ubiquitously 
available. W,e will catalyze a real substrate not a limited prototype, piloti or field trial. The 
substrate will make a. range of connecti:vity options available not just to large organizations. 
bllt co the vast majority ,of the small businesses and homes within the region. Although some 
locations may be restricted as to their access options, the bulk of th.e population will be offered 
th? o:p,portu~ty to subscribe to Ethemet-gualitv ~ervice at .bomes and offices. T~ I-95 
pnnc:1pals will work to gem.er to develop advanced Wifed and wu,eless access teohnolog1es and 
to aggressively pro-mote subscripti.011 and market development. Although I..:95 may arrange 
bulk purchases fro.m the service pr-oviders. the a.cces.s services will be ope.rated OE!l a 
commercial basis outside of the funding envelope of tlle project. 

Two catalysts of competition within me computer industry. have been ope□ architecture and 
short product cycles. These catruysts ba ve clir-ect infrastructure analogs: <>py,□ ln!e:roon®c.t and 
renewabhUfeIUOJment. Open mtercormect will bring the benefits •Oif open architecture to the full 
range of 1~95 products. and services, ensuring open markets that encourage vigorous innovation •. 
Renewable deployment is an approach to providing communications infrastructme that permits 
the ongoing ,and frequent enhancement of rapidly evolving components. 

® 1-95 ---------------------:__ _:---
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3. Architectural Framework 

3 .. 1 Overview 
The 1-95 archl ecture provide a sys emadc organization for a large multi-partner effort· 
identifies a sel of ~ey ideas according to which other more detailed design decisions are to be 
made· and defines base-]eve capabilities that are commocly used by all and that can be extended 
to provide additional functiona.rry. A successful architectural design uses a sparse set of 
mechanisms to provide a rich co.llection of capabilities, by carefully identifying wbat 1s central 
and primitiv . and by providing simple, powerful abstraction and extension mechanisms that 
make it easy to build upon the core mechanisms. 

1n section 2 we intr.oduced the three major Jeve]s of our ar-cbitecrure. The substrate suppons tbe 
exchange of 1mdifferel!ltfated strings of bits. At the intermediate bridge level. structured 
information is exchanged among a et of services. These elements are realiz·ed by the 
Jnfonnation Mesh, which _provides naming and descdptions of access methods for all 
information. We will provide architectural support for mobility and. .security of information and 
key ,examples of structured information ob jeers ucb as electronic money. Finally. th . 
uppermost dialogue level model interactions in the information market at tb.e level of human. 
concepts. This level ,encompasses scripts for performing common generic type of activities 
such as searching for information and languages for exp·ressing specific activ.i:ties that may be 
defined as parts of applications. 

We expect to gain ,experience with all aspects •of the I ~95 architecture. by studying its use by om 
customers and through the activities of the market development teams. We will refine the 
architecture of the connec 'vity substrate to accommodate the insenion of advanced technologies 
in.eluding A TM switches and wireless systems. Bridge ]evel information services will be defined 
and built both .in re.sponse to the recog~ed need for · ervices such as authentication and binding 
commitments . and .in response to additional emerging requir,eme:nts. At. the dialogue level, we 
will ,enrich the architectur,e b ide.ntifyina •common marketplace activitie and by defining 
languages of acts that will .maike it possible to express those activities m a common form that is 
meaningful to human parti:dpants. A key requiremea · of the dialogue leveJ js that modules. onc.e 
implemented, bec-Ome new components available as new building blocks. 

The development of dialogue and bridge services will occur over time. Early applications will be 
built directly on the substrate. much as ihey are today. However, in ertion of higher-level 
architectural capabilities, analysis of the needs of early appUcations (induding existing 
.applications such as Lotus Notes). and deliberate attempts to learn abstractions by die market
deveJopment reruns will swell the stock of bridge and dialogue level services and wi 1 make il 
more attractive for second-generation applications to use such capabiJities. We will · ''seed · 
higher levels of the architecture with important .serv· ces and pro elytize their us . 

As higher lev.el services .are added to the architecture competing approaches to any particular 
service will emerge. For example at the bridge leve1 there may be several different methods of 
transf:e.rring money (e-money) v·a the network: on may simply extend e ·sung methods. o,f 
pmcessing credit or debit charges· another may extend interbank transfer protocol to non-bank 
participants; a third may be based on cryptographic method of providing authenticated but 
irreproducible tokens that ~e the pace of cash. Rather than trymg to pick ahead of time which. 
is the 'right form of e-money. the 1-95 architecture will support sev•eral alternatives. Market 
forces will facilitate convergence on a sma]l number of variants ,each survi:ving because of some 
specific desirab)e feature. For example cryptograph -based tokens can easily be made non
traceable just as cash is today, and this may make them particularly suitable for spending related 
to activ'ties in which privacy is a sianificant concern. Debit tra.n action may be mor,e 
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appropriate in fmanciatl transactions chat must iraherently be ttaceabie and verifiable. and where 
the pre-existence of sufficient funds to cover the transactioa is critical. such as ia certain 
securities transfers. As services become widely adopted. they help to define a chick: architecture, 
which then provides not only the basic ervices needed to bu.iid others, but also a iarg variety of 
specific, pmven and accepted methods to accomplish higher-level tasks. 

3.2 The Dialogue Level 
A'E the highest architectural level our main goal is to modularize oormaUy monolithic 
a.pplicatioos into reusable component facilities. Many advantages accrue to success in such an 
endeavor. ew applications become easier to build as a library of components is identified and 
implemented. One can. improve the operation of applications without rebuilding them 
compJecely. by replacing their individual components by more powerful variants For example. 
an improved textual search facility could improve a range of existing applications. from those 
supporting library access m processing order for electronic parts . . Similarly., a. umguage 
translation. module could be incorporated into, an existing electronic mail application to facilitate 
oommunicaition with correspondents wbo speak ,only foreiga languages. 

The dialogue level of the architecture is based. on the following commitments: 

• The ordinary activities of both human and computer-based agents follow a script which 
represents a sequence of steps. These steps correspond either to p hnitive conceptual 
operations at the user s level; c ailed acts, ( e.g. send.mg. a specific message to another specific 
user) or to another scrip4 whose steps in tum consist of more primitive scripts and acts. Acts 
will thems Ives be complex operations at some lower level of the architecture but appear 
unitary at the dialogue level. There must be one or mo.re scripting languages that pe:nni.t the 
specification of scripts ill t.erms ,of their components, and that support typical pr-o gramm.ing 
language capabilities such as abstraction and flow of control. 

• All scripts have an interface that allows them to- be used not only as parts of dialogue scripts,. 
but also by programs at the bridg level of the architecture. This permits the incorporation of 
activities that begin as dialogue level scripts into lower levels of me architecrurce. 

• Informati:on content must be separate from the mode of in.t.eraction of th•e user-interface. A 
given set of information may be conveyed via text. speech, graphics or video depending on the 
imedaoe. but still correspond' to the sam.e communication act. Input may arrive fiom keyboard. 
pen. microphone, hand-gesture or , _ ye-tracker and the sect.pt tbac desires the input must not be 
restricted to only one input mode. In addition, any uuser interface" act can be carried out 
equiv.aJently by a computer program, supporting the construction of computer-based agents. 

• The dialogue elemen:ts that are the inputs and outputs of acts are themselves dialogue level 
manifestations of objects at the bridge level. 

• Coordination among multiple (humao or c-0mputer) ageots is n.ot a primitive· capability1 but is 
provided through the scripts followed by tho e agents. As a corollary t scripts that perform 
cooperative work must be desjgned. to work in the absenc-e of a. gi'.obal state of knowledge for 
all agents. Certain communication acts employ bridge level facilities. such as guaranteed! 
delivery, to ensure reliable coordinati.on. 

3.2 1 Dialegue example 
The key concepts are best. illustrated. through an example for wbicb we use a ne t-genera.tfon 
version of the Pegasus system under development a,t }AJ1'. Pegasus :suppons the booking of 
airline reservations through the American Airlines Sabre system. Interactions are conducted by 
spoken language-the system pe.rforms speech understanding and speech generation. 

------------------- ---®- -
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The parties to a dialogue in Pegasus are: the user, a dispatcher whlch is a r a.lively primitive 
form •of software-based agenr and the Sabre system itself. The us r s jnteractions are mediated 
by a spoke:n language user environment that isolates this particular 1/0 modality (speech) from 
,other elements in tb.e system. Similarly, the Sabre reservation system is encapsulated .in a legacy 
environment thereby insulating the di spa:tcher fr.om fue arcane details of this external system .. 

.· ource 
tinati 

& Date 

end 

Commitment ... 

DISCOVERY SELECTION COMMn'MENT 
figure 2-1: Afriline reservati.on script 

During the cours:e of a transaction di al ogne elements are exchanged in aoconlance with the 
reservation script~ lust:rated in Figure 2-1. This script is not hypotbetica!-it re:pre:sents the logic 
embedded in a working system that has been extensively tested. The script is divided inito steps 
such as discovery, selection, and commitment; which may be reusable within the context of other 
transactions that are not necessarily related to airline travel. 

Steps within scripts are themsel es aggregate ,of other moJe detail.eel scripts and acts. For 
example ·'Flight & Fare Selection involves sub-components such as generating lists of 
availa1ble possibilities, impos:ing constraints to e.liminate untenable flight schedules and ranking 
based on cri ieria such as cost and convenience.. It wiU often be useful to define more abstract 
scripts. For example.t though details vary the se]ectioa of a vendor · n a generic pmchaising script. 
may share th same overall structure. 

The ,creati,on of such a sophistic.ated architectural leve in a widely used informa:lion. system is 
highly ambitious and will undoubtedly call for successive refinement. · evenheless. we believe 
that I-95 provides a. suitable starting point to explore the us.e of a dialogue level • . and that the 
emergence of the mformati.on-based marketpJ a.ce signals tbe time at which this challenge must be 
addressed. W plan to define a script language that can sti tcb together applications from 
sophisticated components that are in turn built of bridge level services. Given such a language; 
and an appropriate understanding o,f the market-specific processes it shou1d. be possibl to 
develop software that will generalize the Pegasus approach to a wide range of applications. 

The.re is a great richness of scripts to be created. Many people a.ssume that there i a single, basic 
·process for buyin,g and selling things. In fact, tbe:re are imponant variations in how market 
processes work can work and one of the important contributions of this, project will be the 
development of markeH11alcing software that can be easily adapted to support many differe1u 
kinds of mark.et processes. Markets differ. for instance, in which parry irutiates the transaction. 
lo some cases sellers initiate the process by ad venising the availabiHey of their produc s. In other 
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cases, buyer initiate the process by announcing heir d,esiI: for a product or rvice. Other 
important characteristics of markets include whether produc descriptions .ari standardized and 
wbether quality ratings of products are available. The information market must aJso support 
peopl _ who wish to co Jaborate. Although it is tempting to defme g obal ,coordination services 
into the architecture of 1-95 our inclination is not to do o. Irutead. we will rely on explicit 
scripts for ,c.oord.ination to be u _ d by coope-rating agents, supported by primitive oommun.i:cation 
acts implemented on the bridge-level substrate .. 

3.2.2 DiaJogue Activiities Scripts. and Acts 
To automate a large pan of th softwu-e creation proces , itt will be necessary to <level.op a 
collection of generic dialogue scripts that perform differ,en activities~- i,,e. that support generic 
pbases that recur acios.s a variety of business processes. Exampl of such ac:tiv'.tie are: 

• Advertising and Di:scoverv: These are activities in which both buyers and sellers identify and 
find information about each other. for instance regiscration services help users register 
thems ves and any products or services they offer or :mi!O'ht wish to buy. Di covecy ervice 
ent"3il the ,equivalent of white and yellow pages. 

• Se ectioo and Neg;ofa ·~qri:, In these acti ities buyers and. suppliers evaluate each ,other • .agre 
on prices or other te.rms. and place orders. We are particular] .. intrigued by the possibility tha:it 
parts of these processes may be automated. For instance. '"buyers ag,ents .. might automatically 
screen large .numbers of product offerings to identify the most promising aiternati ves for their 
human ·owners· to consider. 

• Binding Commitment: This activity allows two or more independent interests to negotiate a 
transaction whooe terms are verifiable by ach involved party. 

• FuUUlment: In some cases i.e., with "information.' products such as software,. movies etc. the. 
delivery of a p oduct or .service can occur electtionl.cally over the n.etwork. In other cases, the 
infrastructure will be used to chedule and ua:ck the del!i v cy of physical products. 

• Sett[ement A parucularly imponant pan of an information-based economy will be the billing 
and payment for service .. The benefits of an information market will be substantially greater 
when money becomes an mtegrated part of the infrastructure. i.e. when ·t 1s directly supported 
by services operatiDg at the bridge 1 vel. 

Many cripts (e.g., Se 1ection". above) will be defined io Lrms of ,generic sreps. Other scripts 
will accomplish more specific activities that ar:e specializations of the mor-e general ones (e.g., 
·~Vendor election' ) and these more spec· fie, scripts will normally consist of more specific steps 
(e.g .• '1..ist Alll V,endors· rather than List all possibiFtl:e "). The script language must therefore 
provide cap.abilities to specify c-0nstraints and relations among the steps of a. generic script w bich 
will be applied to their instantiations in mor-e pecific scripts. These arce the kinds of capabilities 
found in some object-oriented prognunming languages. and will eed ·to be supported in the 
bridge-level implementation of the objects that represent scripts. 

3.2.3 DiaJ.ogue Elements 
Dialogue elements capture the information exchanged by participants in .an ongoing dialogue. 
Here we are concerned with communication at a bigh level . where the abs.tract representation of 
the information is potentially meaningful to human u ers of the system. During the transition to 
an information-based economy1 we will repeatedly confroa the question of how to formally 
represenc the questions and statements that are ex.changed as pan of the dialogue among peer 
agents i.e. t users and their applications. We are concerned here with. the l,ogical form of 
statements and questions. not with tb.e particu]ar user ,environments (speech; gesture e.tc.) where 
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they are recognized and rendered. W, distinguish between two options the text option and the 
context option. 

The text option assumes that the in:form.ation stored wit.bin the system is not structured excep[. for 
very -ow-ievel conventions--e.g. that all text be recognizable as text and encoded in ASCII. 
Many know~ edge sources in I-9::i will be textual; at the · tan. and there will be many opportuni · es 
within I-9- 10 build useful and elegant systems that exploit such information ,even though the 
functionality will be restricted to text-based searching such as keyword and word-stem search. 

The context ,option assumes th.at , ome higher-levei organizational principles, are applied. In the 
Jonger tenn, the value of pre-defined structure will become more ai:id more app,arent. How.ever 
o be accepted m the workplace. it j .impo,n:ant that the introduction ,of new dialogue element 

follow a progression m which users gradually accommodate memselv,es to more sophisticated 
tools. The following paragraphs describe a progre sion of fonnalizations: 

• Eloomn·c TeJnl"lates (E-:Fom1s:J; Flat-file database management programs such as FileMaker, 
support many simple applications quite adequately. This is a popular means of both ntering 
and searching for information. Although both the inpm and retrieval languages are quite weak, 
many people develop good intuitions for using them. 

• Relatiooa] Databases: These provide a clean and powerful extension of the :flat'--file database, 1n 
which multiple ·values are eas_ to store systematically and virtual views can be assembled as 
needed to answer queries thac. may ot have been anticipated in the original design. 

• Frame;:Based Kn.owledge Representai ions: Th.e simplest know]edge representation ideas focus 
on capturing taxonomic knowJedge and on structured r,e atio ships among complex objects. 
The structured relationships uppon notion ucb as default values for unknown properti:es of 
objects and inheritance of general characteristics fr,om supertypes. One observation concerning 
such KR systems i tha.t focusing on what are the 'verbs" (o,r 'actions'') and what are the 
"nouns" (or .. obj,ects") being r-epr-esented is a useful point of depanure .. Pe,gasus uses this type 
of dialorue ,element to support commwrication between the user and the dispatcher. 

• Logical Formaljsms;, The desire for greater expressiv ne argues :for rep.rese.ntations that can 
say anything that is sayab]e. Man formalisms based on various logics have been proposed to 
support this desire. They typically trade off express.iveoess for deer ased tractability ,or 
computability. The AI community is in the course of developing a variety-of su.ch formali ms. 

3 .. 2.4 User Environments 
W,e have emphasized as an archi:1ectural principle that the mode of interaction between human 
user and computer j orthogon.a] r.o the inf ormation-coment of the communication. This means, 
that different methods of interaction can all coexist and make use of the same dialogue scripts 
and · ervices. Therefore, a user moving among different. environments can retain a coherent view 
of the underlying ,capabilities provided b the system. Higher quality user environme.nts will 
empower the user and we intend to pur ue aggiie:ssi ely the development of interfaces based oo 
human language and oohereot personal en ir9mn.eots. 

Human an.gu;ag,e-Bas_ed __ se.r En iro:nmen~~~ One of the critical research issues that ,our project 
must address is how to develop an interface mecbarusm tha · will enable users to efficiently 
acoess. process and manipulate a vast amount of information. We believe part of the answer lies 
in an interface based oa. human language since it is the o t pervasive natural efficient and 
flexible means of communication for humans. In develop,ing such an interface we will be 
guided by several principles. First . the interface will pen:niit a _ arge number of input and output 
modaUties~ depending on the task users should be ab]e to choose among keyboard. pen, 
micr-ophone or band. to ·convey their wi he . and tboughts and to receiv,e the information in text, 
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peech. graphic and video forms. Second these modalities will be unified. by a · et of language
based princip,les o,f communica ion, such as dialogue (e.g., tum-taking, di cours ) refer,encing 
(e.g .• pointing use of pronouns). and speech .ac , (e.g .. , issuing commands,, asking for 
clarificanons). Third, a great deal of emphasis will be placed on mode mg the u ers. both in 
terms of !heir .needs and behavior. 

Coherent Per ona1 Enyirpnments: Con ider the tangle of the global d.igi:tal infrastructure~ 
Intemets, fumr: video and ,e cenainm ot .services and the fores of media: appliances, and 
personal. gadgets. At th, moment. a hi-tech yuppie may be carrying a pager a cell phone. a 
digital wristwatch (with built-in weather station). a 'wizard diary or .. digital assistant" possibly 
a laptop computer, not to mention a • walkman, a watchman " a camera or video camera . and 
remo,te controls for car alarms and hom ter,eo ystems. The person is festooned with 
,computers-and oone of them rnlk to each. other.. Tbe consequent le el of redundancy is 
appalling. Count tbe displays: there may be 5 or 6. with keyboards and cloc.lts scattered 
throughout. There is no coherent architecture that makes it as easy to .. nap together'' persona] 
appliances as it is top ug bigge macbio s. into the rest of the connectivity ub tra.~e. What is, 
called for is a modular set of components and a lingua franca so that two way conversational 
intelligence can be built ,easily into any app,tiance- or adornment. · MIDI (for digital music 
instruments). SlvfPTE and VISCA (for video and media devices), and ·•aayes modem-speak" are 
all crude instan.ces of mis trend. 

3.3 The Bridge 
Tb.e Bridge level of abstrac ·on, which sits above the connectivity and storage services offered by 
present day networks and op rating systems. will facilitate the development of a new generation 
of 3'pplications. The Infonnatioa Bridge will be of long-lasting national significance beyond the 
geographic scope and duration of I-95. It is possibie to construct applications without an 
'nformation. bridge, and. many successful applications have beeo constructed directly on. top of 
transport protoco:s such .as TCP. However . these appUcations can be used only in isolation. 
w· thout a common service framework they cannot interoperate, they cannot easily ex.change 
data, and they cannot naturally become a pan of our a:rger overall objective. an information
based market economy. For these larger goal a commo,n set of services. pr--otocols and 
co,oventi.ons is critical. In the following sections we desc.cibe the information mesh that 
constitutes the k.emel of the bridge leve inte.rface. The description of specific bridge level 
representations and services that must be aoqull'.ed and.for developed within tbe project appears in 
the activities secdoo of this report . 

. 3.3.l The Information M,esh 
Just as the In.rem.et protocols name hosts, t•o permit transport between the:m, •our protocols must 
name bridge level ·obj,ects so that they can be linked together, and so that their location can be 
determined on demand,. even though they may have moved in the physical infrastrucrur-e .. To.ere 
are two, key aspects to our mesh interface. Frrs:t, bridge obj,ec,ts must have an identifier by which 
they can be named and located.. Second, they mu t de cribe. in an agreed. manner . the access 
methods that can be u e-d to in eract with them. We need to all.ow for ariability io access 
methods but the key req u.i:rement is that there be a uniform way to ascertain what method the 
bridg object supports. A uniform fir t step is necessary to begin the ioteracti.oo There is almost 
an exact analogy here with the Internet protoool, which ar.ri sonly two important facts in its 
fields: the address of the destination and the type of the protocol in the packet. 

Some ,existing distributed applications provide a form of object name. However the name 
spaces in use today are far too limited to scale, either in space ,or tim . For example, the nam 
space of the Gopher system uses Internet domain. aames and UNIX file system path names to 
iden.tify objects.. This means that an object cannot mo,ve witbin a . ingle file system hierarchy I tet 
aJ.one to another machln . 
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A uniform name spac•e does not mean that we demand a single ]ocation service. Quite the 
contrary we must expect mat in the life of the Information Mesh, both the physical mstantiation. 
and the underlying .approach o storage and name re olution. will change. Thus om mesh name 
space has both the concept of a unique id and the concept of hints. which provide the practical 
means for location. A k:e obj ecti e •Of the mesh is that information can be moved both 
physically and within lower Jevel logical organizations such as file systems .. Mobility is critical 
both to deal with the short term dynamics of mobi e computing and the 1.00 17 rerm dynamics of 
machin upg:rades and changes in information stewardship; e.g. from creator ~o arch.ii ist 

Objects stored in the mesh will support a wide range of access methods. At the dialogue level. 
evecy ,object should have some means to permi. u er to gain acces·s to, its contents. However. at a 
low,e,r level, there will be a. range of information representations. Some may be simple file-like 
behaviors, that just return the-,r contents in a standard forma~ such as JPEG. Others may use 
existing a.ccess protocol for example a data base with SQL. And. not Slllprisingly we expect 
that our own teams and others will jnveot new data representations and access proiocols. The 
objective at the mesh ]eve] i ~o pro idea common means of interrogating an object to dete.nrune 
what interactions it will accept. bo:th at the dialogue level (the dialogue scriptS and elements w·th 
which it will interact) and at the low level ,(the base rep,fesentation of its visible parts). 

Se.cnritv: The mesh should enforce well-defined and clearly articulated domains of accessibility 
to every piece of strucrured information· mo,reover. effectiYe controJs over acoessjbility must be 
supponed by basic, mesh-wide guarantees. The curr.ent tendency to isolationism by many 
companies,. related to the absence of such pr,ovisfon on existing networks constitutes a serious 
deterrent to the growth of an information-based economy. Our approach is o define an 
architecture for security firewaJls. whose preseo.ce in t1le communication is assured at the mesh 
level and which provide security assurance at the dialogue . evel. The .firewalls ensw-e that only 
valid dialogue elements ,consistent · ith the intended sc:rl.p,t are passed across the firewall. In this 
way they operate much as mail gateways today. but in an application~independent manner. 

Cost Visibility: Means may be provided by which potentially expen jve (e.g. time-consuming) 
operations may be forewarned by preliminary cost estimates A c-0r0Uacy principle is that, 
notwi hstandi.ng the technological isolation implied by scalabj]·ty and ubiquity ·requirements 
tecbnological parameters are program isibJe. T , e intent. here is ·to guarantee that so,ftware can 
ad.apt to e.chnologicaJ limitation in an int,e.11igent way--e.g. b changing defaults to 
accommoda: e them. Tm s o bjectiv requires .support al all thr'ee levels dialogue. bndge and 
u bstrate. However. it fa at the bridge Jevel, where links among objects are implemented us:ng. 

mesh names. that basic navigation is implemented. Thus th bridge must be a core part of 
perlormance visibHity • 

. 3.4 The Connectivity Substrate 

The connectivity substrate supports the ex.change .and storage of undifferentiated strings of bits 
between peer processes and/or thteads of p,rogram e .ecution. W cli tinguish mis level for the 
ecy pragmatic reason that it roughly corresponds to the program interfaces supponed by modem 

operating syste.ms. Th industry is converging on a small number of de facto standards e.g. 
NT, OSF etc. Though they differ as m the"r detaile-d specifications their interfaces supponing 
communication, storage (i.e., file access,) and transduction (i.e.;. l/O) loosely correspond to the 
functionality of ,our abstraction. A similar degree of co,nvergen.ce has been achleved amongst the 
protocols sup,porting these in~erfaces e.g. TCP/IP etWare NFS, AF etc. At the substrate 
level, I-95 has rwo primary goals: to catalyze immediat,e and ubiquitous access; and to pioneer 
the architectural refinements and technologies ess ntial rn its continued success. 

$ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~-95_- _c -
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3.4. l Achieving Critical Mass 
To achieve widespread connectivity. we must address two issue : the provision of local access, 
and the in'terconnection ,of acc-ess service provid,ers. 

Ubigu.itou.s Acces : Ub~quitous access to IP-like connectivity will be crucial m the success of the 
regi!onal networks. We 'Pllt great emphasis oa ariab[e bandwidth access because of the bursty 
deman.ds ,of modem software-based systems. Thes _ bursts dir-ectl reflect the wo -k habits and 
expectatioas of our users When they drop video file icons into folders they rightfully expect the 
system to· r,espond m the burst. of activity that i~ initiated.. Although the average bandwidth 
requ·i:ement may be quite low. an access arrangemen supponing multi-megabit per econd 
bursts yields a qualirntiv,ely different experience than one supporting multi-kilobi per second 
access. Large organizations have ong benefited' from variable bandwidth connectivity services, 
such as the Internet. but this bas not been rue for :smaller organizations and/or individual . 
Service providers have been reluctant ·co deploy technology in the ab eace of demon ttat~d 
demand and the availability of suitable customer premises equipment. 

l-95 res·o :ves this deadlock. Our acce.ss interface will be based on LAN standards, such as 
Ethernet. for which customers can acqooe adapters at neighborhood vendo,rs sucb as CompUSA. 
The large ins.ta!led base of platforms supporting the-se standards. and the commercial availability 
,of interfaces, directly address the carrier concerns. The separation of our access interfac,e. 
initially Ethernet. from the underlying distribution t,echno ogy is an impoitant feature of our 
substrate architecture. Competing carriers can support the , a.me interface and. at the same time 
can adopt the distribution technologies that are best suite-d to their ,existing plants. 

Unfortunately the widespread availability of customer equipment is only pan of the access 
problem. Large organization.s D gotiate bulk pur,chases that justify tbe custom engineering of 
th ir access arrangements. However, the high costs associated with such customization create a 
high barrier to e.nrry for smaller purchaser: . o pro,vide them with affordable access, the service 
provider must be prepa.Fed to pr-ovis·.o entire streets. thereby iocllrring risk and capital expense 
with no return in advance of subscription. In addition. small customer concerns are exacerbated 
by the need for variable bandwidth: access. If a. ded.i:cat-ed access medium is used, then st.atistical 
sharing, cmo.ot be le etaged---the acces med.i um must be provisioned io. acoo dance w ·.th the 
maximum, rather than the average. rate of each customer. 

hi the case of large multi-tenant buildings, 1-95 service providers could speculativ . ly install a 
shared facility of moderate bandwidth and upgrade, its capacity as subscnpdon increases. In this 
case the local distribution system within the building may partition the users so as to ensure the 
integrity of the shared facility. Analogous approaches could be used to support variable 
bandwidth access from houses and medium siz.ed building,s.. For example a cable television 
provider might initially dedicate a single 6 MHz tef.evision chann.el to I-95 access. As 
subscription ramps upt they can increase their ,capac·cy in a number of ways for example: 
additional spe~ ~ .e .. t adding channels· geographic te-use, Le. partitioning the neighborhoods 
into, cells· or the adoption of more efficient modulation techniques. 

This shared approach facilitates broad geographic coveraget wbile minimi z,i,n g the initial outlay 
that must precede w·despread subscription. Although. thi initial substrate w.ill be incapable of 
absorbing a large volume of users, the ramp-up in subscriptions will establish a pro,ven rev,enue 
flow that can be used to finance its growth. Our approach is the modem day equivalent of the 
party-lin, •. wruch broke the same deadlock in tbe early days •Of te]ephany.. However packet 
technology introduces a qualitative improvement: whereas party line access w~ an all or nothing 
proposition at least for the duration of a neighbor's phone call, the fine granularity of packet 
multiplexing largely obviates this source of neighborhood tension. 

-_, -_ ...... , -. - - ----. ------.-_.-_ ----, _-....... - ----1@,--
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QpeJ1. InteJQOnnecr: There is a long-standing traclition of en ur.ing a.coess to infrastructure services 
&rough the institutions of common carriage and universal service. Open interconnect. the 
unhindered flow of traffic acr,oss service provider boundaries. is. a logical successor to common 
carriage. It is a policy approach that lends. itself to self-regulation ( as opposed tio external 
regulation). It will stimulate competition where possible, and safeguard individual freedoms 
where economies of scale and scope lead to naturaJ monopolies. Open .intercom:iect is a key tenet 
of I-95 and we are committed. to working mgether to · dentffy and jmpleme.nt mechanisms that 
will ensure the smoom flow of data across organizational boundaries. Although this may appear 
to be a relative y straightforward issue. long ago dealt with by the Internet community, it is 
complicated by the large number of players. While NYNEX serves the entire region through a 
single subsidiary (New England Telephone)~ every town is served by its own ,cable ope,rator. or 
MSO. Although Continental owns o:r operares a :larg,e fraction of the iegion's MSOs many a:r 
owned by other companies. I-95's interconneclioo of these MSOs and their further connection 
to YNEX and the Internet will pose many inte:r,esting problems. especially in the areas of 
billing, ma:.uagement, security, and provisioning. 

3.4.2 Advanced Tedmologies and Architecture Refinement 

Yari.ahk;__B andwid.tb Wir,eJess A&c.ess: 1-9 5 will pursue the development of wireless transfer 
modes that are consistent with our variable bandwidth access philosophy, yet compatible with 
,existing services such as telephony.. We are determine-d to bead •off a :repetitio of the unhappy 
experience ,of digital wireline technolo,gy. in which the fixied bandwidth transfer mode of 
craditioaa1 telephony is only now being reconciled with variable bandwidth data services. 

E1uifhing~- he Conn~ftix;oi: In.terfac.e: The networks of wday offer essentla1Iy one guality of 
service. which is 11best effort11 delivery~ with no assurance as to the secmity.t throughput or delay 
that will actually be achieved. While this service has been successful in supporting a wide range 
of applications new applic anons such as real time video and audio may re~wre more controlled 
qualities of service especially with respect to delay, band width and Joss characteristics. 

Re.m:,wable,,.Suhs,b:a,te_: Present approaches to infrastrocmre renewal are incompatible with the rate 
of technology development. Halfway through a twenty-year deployment perimi, tb.e technology 
being newly deployed is many geDerations obsolete. Not only is this style of deployment 
inappropriate during, th . pre· ent period of rapid innovation, jt i wholly incompatible with our 
approach o local .access, in which carriers will .initiaH_ pmvision for sparse subscription and 
rely on the rapid diffusion of new technologies, such as improved modulation teclmiques ·to cope 
with increasing sub.scriber density. We will explore the des,im of :r,enewabl substrates whose 
modularity and topology are tailored to the fr:equent enhancement of the components that a.re 
evolving most rapidly. For example a large component such as a monolithic one-hun.dred
thousand• line switch, may pose a barrier io renewal that could. be averted through greater 
modularity. Inappropriate]y positioned modularity (e.g .• the •embedding o thousands of s,mall 
components in difficult to reach places) is also problematic. Finally, there mi areas, such as 
C(?.mpression where speed-ups arising fJom new algorithms are as dramatic a:s those arising from 
VLSl refinemenL In these cases. the renewability of software-based m1pleme.ntations may prove 
to be superior over the long term even nthey ,are not immediately cost effective. 

------- -----------®-=-
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4. Technology Research & Development Activities 
1-95 is. a huge and complex project. Developing dialogue level Iangua.ges experimenting with 
novel user interfaces. prototyping a large repertoire of bridge services, stimula.tiog mark:e:t 
activities in several sectors and ensuring that a suitabie substrate is in place represent a, multi
year activity that will extend well beyond th.e scope of this project. Accordiin,gly w . have chosen 
to, focus on the critical: eleme.cts required to make the proje~t viable, and on some unique 
technologies at all three leveis of the architecture where we do not see other comm rc·a1 or 
research activities filling the gaps. These activities are described next. 

.Activity 1: Build languages for di.alogue~level scrip·ts~ libraries of ,common busines 
practices . and demonstrate critical ,dialogu._e acts and. services 
The central motivati.oo for the I-95 architecwre is to create modules that .support the mix.-and
match implementation ,of information market activities captured as a coUectio,n of acts arranged 
acoording to a script. We will explore several possible languages and will decide whether th•ere 
will be a single scripting language~ or a variety of languages open to con.tinuing evolution. 

We will assemble a library of proces es depicting common busine s practice · to erve as the 
basis for implementing scripts.. We w.i!L also make the library itself available on-line as a 
resource for I-95 participants. Our efforts in assemblin.g this library draw upon work underway 
at the MIT Sloan School of Management. The library includes examples o.f bo,w different 
organizations or networks of organizations) perform similar p.r-ocesses. It .also, catalogues the 
relative advantages .and di advantages of the alternative processes, and includes references to 
software that supports. these processes. As an on-line service the library will help companies (a.), 
redesign their existing orga.nizationa1 processes. (b) in vent new orgarnzational p oces:ses that take 
advantage of 1&96 technology and ( c) a.momatically generate software to support organizational 
process . 

A key element of this work is a novel appr,oach for representing business processes. This 
acpproach draws upo,n ideas from computer science and coordination theory. Its primary 
advantage is that it can explicitly represent similarities and differences among relate-0 processes, 
so that one can eas.ily find or generate sensible alternatives m a given business process. The 
motivation for using these approaches tems from the complex nature of economic activities 
which typically need to be implement,ed with many variations. For instance markets dufer in the 
charactecisncs of the 1tauctio.a 11 through which buyers and sellers select each other. In a fa:miliar 
''English'' auction. bids are pubic and increase until the highest bidder buys the item. In a 
"Dutchr' auctio,n ion the other hand1 a ",cock" fcks ,down pdoes until. someone indicates a 
wil[mgness to buy. In a "second price0 auction sealed bids are submitted and the bi.ghest bidder 
gets the item, but pays only the amount of the second highest bid. 'To sup,pon many differen 
kinds o.f markets our negotiation soft.ware will be able-to flexibly combine many ,of these 
different parameters: standardized vs. customized products~ s.eal:ed vs. public bids rolling bids 
vs. fix _d time~ and so forth. ~ intriguing question for u is whether the availability of new 
rechnoiogies will make some o,f these market forms which are rare today more comm-on. 

Activity 2: Construct a coherent Personal Information Environment 
One principle of the 1-95 architecture is that the dialo,gue-leve] imormation tt-ansactions and 
flows are decoupled from the user mterfaces through wbich they are accessed. This helps assme 
that the services we devefop will scale across a wide range of interconnect band.width. and input
output modalities. For exampie the act of browsing a database should be possible from a low
speed A.SCH rennin.al, from a voice-only mobile telephone or from a "visi.on-only" gesture 
interface. We will construct an advanced mobile user interface that w.e call the ~rsonal 
fofonnatioo envjronment.<P,l,E) in order m test the commitment to .interface independence. to 
tress the wuel ss componen·t o•f the -95 c•onnectivity ubstrate and to stimulate new 

applications on the l-9 5 lnfonnatioa Infra.structure. 
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Imagine this P .lE. in th.e following somewhat futuristic terms: 

A:uume that a cen.tral PJ.E. componen:t, the one you wear an th time. js a celhdar computer on your belt. Y,ou 
pick up, a Nikon ,camera. The devioe in your bell buckle '"ham:hhakes" whh iL Th.e camen emits an identifier 

'm a Nikon model X, serial m:imbe:r Y'') .. If the belt lil.asn.'t met this camera yet. it requests a dump of a 
command sect 'ow your pe1$0 al machine knows how co inswct the camera. and can. therefore match it to 
you: a vo•ice command ("apenure priority mode on") can be accurately matched because the le.xi.con. ,of all 
commands wiithin. earshot is tiny. The command is transmitt~ to ui.e camera. You take a picture: ·the camera 
sends a blip of data (''pictwe #li f3 5 •. 250 sec fill flash") that. is caught by the be]t,, time-stamped. ta8ged Witb 
lauwde/longirudc/altitude aDd compass orientation that comes from. the weather station in yom watch. ,and 
logged for later use. The picttrre data rlcocbe1S off your belt and throug_h a ceHular link, into the net 

We w·n develop the architecture and prototype some o.ftbe devices to realize the above scenario, 
starting from n:iore realistic alternative . The applica:tio, s we envision build upon a variety of 
consumer and household appliances. In particular we ll focus on four funda:memal components: 

•Body . et- the ]ocal network that connects the devices you wear .. This ·s similar to a wireless 
Ethemett operates at extremely low power is robust and secure within the radius of your 
person, and is ,capable of transmitting high-bandwidth data of sounds and images. 

• Local Com cells-These ar-e the communicati~n/computing module built into the devices that 
,communic-are through the Body et. They will be designed to be fully scalable 'These elements 
need a communication componem and a processor to map the outside language to• intemaJ 
device-specific controls. 

•Bod Talk- like MIDI for syntbesize,rs. the anguage spoken by the ]ocal com cells in dlese 
devices must be s.ffimple ,enough 'to use in si uations like diagnosing a furnace buil: scalable to 
pe:rmi.t interaction with comp ex machines like aut,omobiles. 

•Mag:ic.&~.as es-The P.I.E. user needs™ disp.lay channel. o,ne auclio channel,. and a small 
device or two (like a ~utto~pointer built into a~~)- 'Magic Glasses_ are not.a head m~unted 
goggle-and-helmet display m the Air Force tradition, but rather a high-quality color display 
built into glasses that are comfonabie and evon stylisb. Sound i/o will be integrated in tbe 
c'temple of the glasses, and shou d be DO more obtrusive than a pair of earrings. Existing 
industrial alternatives ,(imcludiog .. eyephone" displays as well as new component tecbno!ogies, 
like defonnable mirror devices) wil1 be e aluated. 

Activity 3: Implement authoring tools fo.r scalable customizable interfaces 
Consistent with the I-95 interface isolation principle, this activity will pro,vide authoring tools for 
the ,constructio,n of multiple-modality user interfaces. As an example of work: in this area, we 
will provide applicari.on. designers with tools with which tbey can specify dialogue elements at an 
abstract level. Given this specification. the useris personalized interface environment will 
interpret the dialogue elemeo s in accorda!)ce with the use s current preferences This. approach 
has be-en ucoessfuUy demonstrated at CMU for small scale interfaces. 

It is well known that a single foterface wm not allow everyone o work efficiently. That is w by 
most of today's softwar,e pr,ovides customization mechanisms. For example . many Macintosh 
applications provide menu-based customization mechanisms, and advanced applications in areas 
such as CAlJ and Scientific Visua)jzatio:n provide embedded programming languages for 
customizations. We will follo the same personalization mindset in this wo,rk. striving to make 
available a rich repenoire of different-style interfaces to suit. different taste--,all constmctib e and 
access"ble with relative user ease. 
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Activity 4: Human Janguage-basJed interfaces 
This activity is rooted in the technologies developed for the MIT/LCS Pegasus system. These 
include: (1) a~ reco,gnition technology that cooverts coati.auous speech utterances by any 
speaker. witllout training, to a wide range of possible: phoneme combinations that could 
conceivably correspond to the utterance (ex~ensive audimry, phonemic and other exp riential 
knowledge is used to make th.is mapping) ~ (2) a dict]ona(Y of accepted words along with then
variant pronunciations; (3) a na,tµ-@] language back end that performs additional filtering based 
on natural language parsing and related rules; and ( 4) a domain spedfic contextJilt.er that further 
restricts the acceptable utterances based oo the domain ,of discourse. 

The human language-bas d. interfaces of I-95 will go a ong way toward making the 
mfn:strucrure accessible by people who are not computer e perts. Starting from the rich and 
proven. base of a fully fonctioning airline reservation spoken language system we ptan to 
generalize its structure so that it may apply to a wide range of different domains. This will be 
done within tb dialogue level, stti ving to match the applicable dialogue level scrip.ts ~o the 
corresponding human language level. We will then explore the customization of this generic 
spoken ranguage structure for use ia specific market sectors. such as travel. labor, software. 
publishing and health care. In addition, we .i:ntend to explore multimodal aspects of human 
language interaction, i.e. the use of speech. typing, and mousing to convey the same concept- an 
appmac.h that results in considerably more effective communicatio.n than any on.e of these 
modalities taken by itself. 

Ac:tivity 5: Design o[ essential me.sh oonve.atio:u and key bridge sernces. 
At the core of the bridge level is the Information Mesn, a. et of co,nventions for object naming 
and typing. This minimalist k mel focuses on those key capabilities which permit universal 
access in a system which is capable of scaling to global proportions and extent in time. 

Based on ,existing :MIT/LCS work: on th Information Mesh. we will develop a specmcation o,f 
mesh names to be used in f..!95, and w.e will implement a prototype service for name resolution: 
- an object locatio.n service. While the mesh architecture explicitly permits a number of oca.tion 
.services to coexist. we w mt prototype o.ne or more such. services for use in our concept 
demonstrations. Presently. we envision a location service mat runs Joca:lly on a client machine 
and. a:noth r more robust service for public objects. 

We will also develop an approach for object definition,. which penruts the typet or rol.e of objec.ts 
to be specified in a standard way. We will provide a prototype object catalog. where object 
definitions can be stored and retrieved. Using this catalog. one can select an object type; and 
request an object server to instantiate an object of £hat type. The object will be created with the 
proper interfaces and the user or client can automatically activate the correct tools to interact 
with the object usin,g the correct acoess :method. For our demonstrations. the preferred access 
method will be via a dialogue sen pt. 

In order to complete a prototype demonsttation of mesh cap1abilides., w,e will develop a prototype 
servei: which can store ,objects .and provides an execution environment for bridge services and 
other active elements. This ftrst prototype will not stress operation al features such as availability 
or scalability. but it will provide enough performance to support experiments by friendly users. 

Link.ed 'by the mesh are a set of btj4g~ .service~ which realize the key bwlclin:g blocks of the 
cliafogue level scripts. We will identity aI1d implement a set of such services. in order to validate 
the sc~pt coricept, permit a. ~e o~ demonstration_:s. ~d encourage the development of other 
operational :serv1ce elements and. of higher evel applicatmns. 

In activity 6 we identify the security related services of user authentication. digital signature and 
electronic money. Here we provide s.ome additional examples that illustrate what a. bridge 
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service :is, and how it fits into me overall architecture. Identification of a more complete list of 
reqwred bridge services is an earl objectiv,e of the res-earch. 

• Mesh ·nax!gaticm tool: This tool~ which relies on the base mesh services of naming and typing, 
helps a user navigate the .mesh examining and visualizing mesh objec:{s. It can be used for 
demonstrations, debugging and simple services. 

• Si m,ple indexing tool The mesh concept does not constrain bow objects are indexed. except to 
defme the low level names which any index should return. Complex data strncrures ,can be 
assembled and ased to search for objects. Howe er a simple service perhaps one based on the 
matching o.f text strings or simple attribute tags b.ould. be sufficien.t to suppo~ the early 
development of app.1ications that index and organize mesh objects. 

Activity 6: Implement c:riticaJ security and aut:hentica.tion bridge~level servi~ 
i-95 should provide powerful and trusted mechanisms for oonttollmg informanon acoe.ss. for 
mixin~. J?Ubli~ and private information., and for authenticating 1:1?-es~ages. Some of_ these 
capabilities will be based largely on the known Kerberos authenucation system. pubhc~key 
cryptosystems and digital signature tecb.n,ology. But I-95 requi.ries mor-e flexible and 
sophisticated security mecharusms,. discussed next. 

The benefits of an info:rmation market will be substantially greater when money has its own 
bridge level repr,esentation. We call this future ~oken ,electronic monev and e,nvision it as hav.in° 
ome of the properties of real money.; namely that it cannot be easily duplicated that it can be 

verified as being genume and mat when it passes from. one party to another it is not possessed by 
both. as is normal information. Privacy of electronic money transactions will be ve.cy important 
and we shall prototype methods to assure that electronic money ·used. in paymem for day-to-day 
transactions is as. difficult to trace as cash. 

We a1so plan to experiment with uses of Fair Czyptosvs.tems. Tb· s tecbmology permits a 
participant to choose a secret value and ,commit to that value by sending a specfal message to 
,each member of a group of trustees These messages are special in two ways. First, no minority 
of ttustees can compme the value in question from the information in their own bands. Second~ 
on.ce the right: tim.e comes, t.he information in the hands of the majority ,of the trustees must b 
sufficient to reconstruct. the value wltbout the further cooperation of the participant. 

One application of fair cryptosystems is to ,digital_sign.a:tures with time con traints.. Ordinary 
digitaJ signatures enable a. buyer to commit to a gi v.en purchase. However they are not sufficient 
in more complex situations like .an electronic secret bid. In such cases it is necessary for a 
prospeoC-tive buyer 10 commit to a gi v :n price, but be able to keep this value secret until a: 
predet.ermined time. At that time. all committed values must be revealed, so that the highest 
bidder can be distingujshed. Having all participants digits.My sign their bids. and relying on them 
to, later decrypt their own values is not a . satisfactory solution-all commined values must 
become public at the pre-determined time • . independent of the availability or the wfahes of th 
participants 

Our proposed .security work also contains a more systems oriented component. which addresses 
not secure transmission o,f objects buc protection ,of systems attached to 'the 1~95 substrate .. Toda 
w see oom:ems for system security driving mstimti ons to bola1e systems. behind mail relays. 
These heighten the assurance that attacks at the packet ieve] cannot be launched against 
unprotected systems. but restrict the available nerwork services to ele<:tronic mail. Relays will 
prevent the deployment of the information marketplace. Our solution to this problem is a de-vice 
we call a secmitv firewall. This is a physical device in the network, through which traffic is 
routed when passing m or out of a. security domain. Once in pl ace the firewall examines the 
network traffic at a high level and assures that the communic atrnn is well formed. The key 10, 
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this. approach is the dialogue level, which provides an applicatio11 independent set of conventions 
and diaJogue elements 10 which all communication conforms. The firewall can insure that only 
well-formed dialogue elements are forwarded and of those only the ones that are expected a:t this 
point in the script being performed. 

A service can. thus be assllf:ed., without any explicit security assurance on the local hoslt that the 
oniy packets which reach it contain acrua.l well-formed d.iaiogue utterances from the expected 
script. Low level attacks against the network transport services or the operating system are thus 
prevented except in the special •case that they masquerade as properly formed messages. which is 
a very pow m.d restriction on the .rang of attacks. The local service is thus left with only the 
p,roblem of assuring that me applicati.on itself is constructed properly. We will prortotype a 
secwity firewall. We will select .some pro !?ramming en vi:ronment that is as secure as possible 
and build our system on this environment. The firewall will obtain the definition of the valid 
script for a service, and use this to configur, itself to protect ma service. We will pm this 
firewall m place and invite attacks to validate and evolve the concept. 

Adivity 7: Implement bridge level .storage and access services 
Toe amount of information that will grow on the l-95 infrasmicrure is likely to be of the order of 
millions o billions of mf:ormation objects. In such a rich setting, finding the information one 
needs being able to store information r-eliably and securely and operating efficiently with stor-ed 
mformation become key reqwrements. Here are some of me issues we will address: 

Resource .discOlJ,ery--ftnding inf onnation 
Within 1-:95, we will prototype bridge ser{ces that allows users to br-owse. locate, 3!Dd search for 
·different types of multimedia information such as text. digitized video and audio. Our 
demon.strati.on of lb.ese services will include a dialogue level browser that helps the user to 
formulate queries, discover resowc:es. and retrieve relevant information. This bro•wser wm make 
use ,of three bridge-leve!l components-a Semantic File Svsrem, a Content Routing · ll:!em and a 
Structured v· deo System. 

The Semantic File System is an information storage system th.at provides associa.ti ve access to 
the system's contents, auto.matte.ally extracting attributeS from files by using type-specific 
transducers.. Semantic File Sy tems may be implemeated as comervative extensions to existing 
ttee-sttuctured file system protocols or by protocols thaitt are d•esigned specifically for content
based access. The former approach has allowed semantic fiL systems co be seamle-ssly integrated 
into existing file system tools like directory ,editors or regular expression search commands. A 
gateway to existing WAIS servers prov· des access to an array of information providers. 

The Content Routing System provides query-based associative access to distributed infonnation 
systems. Queries are automatically fonvarded to servers that contain relevant information. Since 
there will. be so many objecu on 1-95, under-constrained queries can produce large result sets and 
extraordinary processing costs. To deal with this scaling problem we use content labels to permit 
users to learn about available resources and to quickJ:y formulate queries with adequace 
discriminatory power. The content routing system is organized .as a network of servers that 
present a single ,query-based image of their distributed information systems. 

The. Structured Video System provide a framework for indexing, editing, smring and accessing 
digital video on existing workstations and n tworks. It organizes me video data in a nested 
logical structure of video• segments. It provides the structure information (shots scenes, 
sequences '• the remporal ordering of segments, descripti.ve information (description of segments· 
close capti.oning text). and presentation information for video data. This rich representation 
defmes an adequate data structure for associative access to video segme.nts based 011 attributes 
extracted by me Semantic File System. 
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The browser, which is the dialogue level peer of the end user, issues queries to the Cont.eat 
Rooting System which forwards them to tb.e relevant Semantic Frle Systems. Browsing throagb 
content labels. allows discovery of jnteresting information providers. When the search space has 
been .sufficiently narrowed the user can formulate an object sea,cb query. Once objects of 
interest are found they are pr,esented to the user. Th Stroctur-ed Video Syst,em handles the 
details associated with the playback. ,of discovered video objects. 

Video capture and storage 
We plan to make a large sca1e video server av aifabie to all I-9. providers and consumers of 
information. The server will be available to store full motion , ,idoo me and other types of files. 
accessible by hundreds of clients. In addition, Digital has developed a low cost audio/video 
modu]e for PC..compatible platfoml.5. Using these components, we will iovestigru:e the scaling of 
erve s to the support of large user populations and the substrate demands arisin_.g from pervas.i ve 

video traffic. 

Per.sistenl sio.rage- .reliably and securely 
The bridge level must support secure sharing of its objects; must :provide mecb:an·sms for user: 
'to find objects of interest; must ensure that objects persist. and are available when needed· and. 
must provide good performance .. 

Secure sharing requires objects whose behavior can be re.lied on and mechanisms that allow 
user to control who can use objects. The first wiU be prnvided by having strongly-typed. 
abstract .and encapsulated objects within an exL nsible type system (j_e. objects are accessible 
only by calling their operations). Control of sharing will be linked to the operations of objects. 
allowing a finer gram of control than can be achieved by readlwrite sharing. 

Since the mesh uni verse wm be very larget mechanisms that make it easy to find objects of 
interest are cnJcial if the system is to be usable. There will be a low-level naming mechanism 
that allows objects to be accessed guickJy but these names are not intended fur people to use. 
People need to find objects using vecy high level names related to the task they are do.ing. Two 
approaches to providing higb-]eve] names will be supported. The first is a query mechanism that 
supports •efficient earching ,of large collections comtaining objects of varying abstract type; 
queries can be based on abstract propenies of obj,ects (e.g., the occurrence of a pattem im a v.ideo 
image). The second is a • w h.iteboard a pproacb in which users post requests for services and 
suppliers post advertisements. 

Performance will be achieved by using object ,caching and prefetching. Caching permits objects 
that are likely to be used soon. to b retained in a location close to the user (e.g.t at th user's 
workstation or at a cable company's head end). Prefetching allows objects to be fetched to, the 
cache in advance of their use. Toe two mgether allow most user accesses to be performed locally. 

Storing .and retrieving inf ormarion efficiently 
1-95 servers will sto.re large amountS of information and :should be able 10 :retrieve and store dam 
on disk efficiently. The performance o.f processors. however. is increasing faster than. that of 
di ks .. Therefore most servers and applications are likely to become I/0 bound.. Fortunately. the 
effect of the IJO bottleneck can be reduced by making mm·e effective use of the full disk transfer 
rate. In most file systems the effective transfer rate for smal.J files is only a small percentage of 
the rnw transfer rate, as much of the time spent in accessing disks is used to perfonn seeks. 

We will pursu a new approach to solving the 110 bottleneck. that we call Lo,gical Disk (LD). LD 
provides an abstract imerface to the disk that is based on logical 'block-numbers and li.sts of 
blocks. The LD interface is powerful e:nough to simplify the efficient implementation of many 
file systems yet. a bstr--act enough to aJJ ow for different implementations of the ·,ntetface. LD 
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defines an interface in which the file system is .responsible for file management and LD is 
responsible: for disk management. · 

Separating these two ,conoems has nu advantages. Frrst, it leads to, a fiJe system suucture that 
makes fil systems easier to develop maintain and modify. Second, it makes file systems more 
flexible. Different file sys,tems can use the same LD without ha.vmg to rediscov r the most 
efficient disk layout scb.eme. Similarly; different implementations o.f LD tailored for differe.n.t 
acoess patterns can coexist allowing each fil sys em to choose the best one for its needs or even 
use several implementations. Finally~ it can improve overaU file system performance. as 
demonstrated by MITs log-structured LD prototype. 

Activity 8: Stimulace dev,elopment of the I-95 ,connectivity substrate 
The 1~95 substtati will be a. real network, providing aocess co all subscribers within reach of the 
participating service providers. Initially. we will focus on the provision of Ethernet-like access. 
However. as the project progresses we iU introduce n w services and technologies. 'fh 
following paragraphs outline specific ubstrate a.ctivities. 

Lcca.l Access a:nd Open Interconnection 
•I~95 bv 1995: The I-95 partners wm work towards the: realistic goal of ma.king· Ethernet-like 

access ubiquitous tbroughout the region by 1995.. A key step towards this end has already been 
realized - during the formation of the I-95 alliance Continental nas co,mmitted itself to the 

essiv,e deployment of tb.e requisite . access technology. Af though local access will be 
ered on. a commercial basis. we will jointly p~ test. and operate key substrate componenES. 

m particular. Digital has committed the resources of its Networks Systems Laboratory ~o this 
project. Finally, tb.e 1~95 market development teams will actively support substrate users and 
will work with maik:et-specific trade groups to• facilitate substrate subscription. 

•Beta Substrate: Continental~ D"gital MIT. Nynex, and the Uncoln Laboratoey will deveiop a 
beta test substrate to be bwlt using cable-TV and ielephooe physicai facilities, muhi-pr·otocoi 
routers. and various access devices. The substrate will consist -of a backbone of mesh
connected multi-protocol routers that identify externally visible Points of Interconnect (POI). 
Each POI will house tbe devices neede-0. to provide network: access to the subscribers it 
services. These access devices wm be muJti-protoco] routers that are optimized for cost-of
access. Three types of local access will be provided: ,6 Mbps cable, l 5 Mbps TI . and 56/64 
Kbps. In every case there will be a. demarcation router placed at the client premises. This 
device will be the formal demarcation between the substrate and its clients... Appro:tima~ely 
100 client ac.c-ess drops will. be co.nstructed. The majority of mese will be cab e access~ some 
will be 56 Kbps telephome links~ and a doz.en or so will be Tl carriers. 

•Ethernet Ca:ble Ac.c,ess; Digital's second-generatiora Ethernet CATV modem will suppon the 
I-95 b.rJ.sic in~rface. Digital bas conside able experience in dle constructioa of acoe.ss networks 
based on Ethe.met CATV technology and wm bring this expertis,e to bear on the des"gn and 
construction of the 1-95 substrate. 

•Backbone FacUiities~ Continental will mak.e its regional fiber optfo aetwor~ which passes most 
of the cable head em.ds in the region, a.vailable to I-9 5. At present_ we envision a Sonet/ A TM 
facility operating at 155 Mbps. In addi ti.ont Raytheon will provide access to its private fiber 
op.tic network which covers over HJ0 miles of Eastern Massachusetts. 

• :tJ;e,twork_Oper~tion and Management: The 1-9 5 substrate will be supported by a distributed 
control center operated by Continental. Digital. NYNEX. Raytheon.. and Tele.port Boston. 
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Advanced Technclogles 
ATM Interconnect: Raytheon and Digital are developing A TM network co,mponents. including 

adap ers and switches that will be used. within the 1-95 backbo,ne. Raytheon will analyze I~951s 
traffic requirements and expressly configure its nodes fo backbone operation. They will 
levera,ge expertise developed in their military pro grams to ensure the robustn.ess and security of 
these components. These Raytheon nodes which wm be based on technology developed for 
the GPALS and JPST progr.ams will be jnserted in the beta test substtaite. Interoperability 
between Digitars and Raytheon's systems will be demonstrated. 

•.Advanced CabJe ,Access: In the early phases of 1-95 the demarcation routers will be constructed 
by bundling existing ,commercial componen.ts. Digital's . etwork Systems Labotatory ( SL) 
will prototype a custom demarcation muter designed to be maintainable, :and troub e-free. 

•Wirel~s Ir:ansfe; Modes: Raytheon will develop a system that suppons a 20-100 1-fbps shared 
access channel and allows individual users to burst at rates up to 6 Mbps. Th.is rate is roughly 
equivalent to the burst capacity of the initial cable-based offering. The .system will be based on 
an intelligent hub that arbitrates channel acce and provides a gateway to the wired. network. 
D. git.al. MIT and the Lincoln Laboratory ar · also working ,on third. generation wireless 
networking echnology, whicb will b · tested on the I-9l substrate.. ..C. Berkeley ·s 
pro otyping a portable wireless pad which supports video, pen input, .audio· and. text and 
graphics. It ls basically the l/O port ioto the backbone networks and is designed 10, be very 
inexpensive., light. weight, have Jow power consumption an.d be the size of a standard notepad. 
They will pro,vide these to the project and work with the •Other proponents on their integration. 
Finally the Lincoln Laboratory will provide wide area connectivity via its LES9 satellite. 

Architectural Refinement 
En · chi pg Jhe _Cun.n,ee.tivity Interface'. MIT bas deve oped a model for an Integra~ed Services 
Packet ' etwork. tba supports oo trolled qualities of service. We will work with the substrate 
service pro, · iders to support these new services and to explo.re the mnge of applications that are 
enab]ed. Our goal is both to validate our model of the service interface and to promote the 
commercialization of multi-service packet networ · • 

Renewable Substra'les: Sof ware-based implementations, especially of process,es pi v·ously 
supportable ,only in hardware. may be an important ool in planning for substrate renewal. One 
area of particular interest involves the comp]ex channeJ cod.mg~ or modulation. techniques being 
developed for digital television transmission. Steady progress is being made in channel c-od.ing 
efficiency. i.e .. the number of bits/hertz achievable in a particular environment. We will 
experimen. with softwar,e-based channel coding · chemes that. wm allow carders to, .rapidly 
upgrade plants to take advantage of n.ew coding techniques. Technology originally developed for 
remote, sensing can be used to sample entire frequency bands for digital analysis and/o,r 
transmission. Although a software-based scheme will be computationally expens· e and 
impractical today the rate of processor improvement suggests that. the time is ripe for a proof of 
concept experiment. even. if it is restricted t,o u tra low bit rates by present day processing 
platforms. On a broader front we will develop p1ans for substrat evolution. and working with 
the carriers, we wi !} publish architecture and e.ngineering guidelin.es for the design of renewable 
substrates. 
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5. 1-95 Market Development Activities 

I-95 will accelerate the trans'tion towards an information based markel ,economy. Althougb me 
infrastructure and ervfoes to be developed within I-9 5 ax . intended to be quit general. it .is 
important to focus on particular markets so that we can achieve critical mass wi.thi.n specific 
communities of inte.rest. This activity will be driven by the market develoa.m,eat units. each of 
which will be an integrated team that focuses on a specific market or group •Of overlapping 
markets. I-95 users. will be encouraged to panici pate in a. number of these markets thereby 
stressing the gen.eralicy of our user environments and dialogue level abstractioas. 

The market development reams will wo k with each user oommuoity o identify network-based 
business processes that are tailored to their market sector. During tlu course of the project the 
market development teams will s{eer their users through a progression of i□creasingly 
sophisticated .services.. Initially, the teams will assemble market-specific tool kits based on 
exisung pr,oducts. Working closely with the technology development teams they will upgrade 
mese market-specific kits. taking increasing advantage of the models. services and interfaces 
under development. within the project. 

The sections below describe the markets upon which we in te.nd to focus our initial efforts. 
During me first months of the proj ct. we will work c[osely with user comm.unities in the region 
to re.fine this selection of markets. 

S.l Software Products ancl Services 
The.re are over 11600 software companies in Massachusetts, and the software industry seems 
partlcu.l.arl y suited to electronic in~eractio·ns. Pattie· pants m this industry include: software 
companies, ~oft.ware professionals~ software customers. and software industt:y .analysts. 1-95 will 
help buyers and suppliers of software find. ,each other negotiate· deals, and place orders 
electronically. An obvious (but no; necessarily trivial) step is direct fulfillment. i.e .• the 
electronic distribution of the products themselves-software programs updates and. 
docum.entation. Sophistic:ac.ed support for the disc-ovezy of supp .iers might .even enable a market 
for infrasuuctme components., uch as bridge level services. The Massachusetts Software 
Council has ageed to work with us on the development of this marlret. and Lows. tb:e largest 
software developer in the area. will explore the ad.a.ptation of me 1-95 architecture to specific 
software products. D11ring the course ,of the project the scope of this effort may be extended to 
the broader publisbing industry a market sector that NYNEX is already studying. 

5.2 Health Car~ Products and Services 
The timing of health care reform is, particubrly fortuitous, since me I-95 iofrastructure will come 
on-line just in time to support the new applications and. services that will be required. NYNEX 
and. Digital will investigaate Community Health Information Networks that. link providers~ 
employers., payers and patients. Se.rvices under consideration include: clinical data access; 
medical records, claims processing and. supplies ordering. 

Home health care is an. area in which both Digital arul IBM are presently experimenting. For 
example IBM and the ew England Medic.al Center (NEMC} are investigating the use of fuli
motion. video and other multimedia tecbni.ques for patients requiring extended care at home. The 
initial study focuses on children: with leukemia who have many needs that are met by family 
members at home. These include patient monitoring and. aoti ve participation in patient •care. 
Audio and video sigmficanliy enhance. the quality of information io such areas as home care 
training, symptom evaluation and emotional support. 
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I-95 offers significant financial benefits over ex.i sting alternatives. At present. each family is 
loaned an $8000 system containing 2 hours of video data. which is approximately 15% of the 
available information. With 1-95 we can loan patients a $1500 sysrem ill.at uses the substrate to 
access the answers to all like]y questions. resulting in greater family .and provider satisfaction. 
The price decrease also mak:e:s this application useful for almost all chronic medical conditions. 
not only IDife-tb.rea1te:ning and expensive conditions such as leukemia. w ·e believe that this 
approach. will eventually be funded by medical insurance since health ,outcomes are unproved 
and bosp·w costs are avoided. This app.]ica:tion will be used by many non-co~uter-users, 
operating at times when they are tired under stress. and d.i.stracted. This results in special 
requirements on the user interface and on the underlying transport mechanism. 

5~3 Small Business 
1-95':s. reach must extend to small 'businesses. some ,of which have been slow to modermze 
operations either becau.se they are not high-tech or because their comme;:ice is in phys1cal 
deliverables. They are the support structure for the large corporations that encircle them. 
Examp]es inclnd the nearby printer the office supply stor-e. the messenger service the garaget 
the ftorist and the local .restaurants. The small business team led by me MIT Media. Lab, Lotus, 
and Raytheon wffi eaxch out specific markets where a limited amount of suppon can facilitate 
the transition o an mfonnano,n based economy. 

Small businesses epjtomize situations where the benefits of being on-line diffuse tmoughout the 
community i yet the costs, of mterco.nn.ection are acute. The company directly pays the ,costs of 
terminals and network access but the w ho]e en ironment gains the benefit of mor,e fluid 
operations. For them the connection between an investme.nt in communications and me bottom 
lin.e is vague. Howev,e:r these businesses are in no small measure responsible for the definition 
of the business. climate of ·the region. Implicit is a requir _ ment that the infrastructure contains 
access mechanisms that allow che-ap entry. The small business development unit will defme a 
minjmal "info,portn made up enfuely of hardware and. software components that can be acquired 
at local retail outlets such as Comp USA. The customer's equipment should ,cost no more than 
$5000 and cammunic a,tion costs should be c-OIDpetitive with those of existing appliances such as 
fax and 1elephone. 

5.4 Federal Business 
No business community is larger than the combined agencie.s of the Federal Government and its 
broad. range of suppliers and "clieots 11 . The govemmeatts growing .need for cost containmen~ and 
acooootability has led to increased paper~based reporting.. The 1~'95 approach. cm greatly reduce 
the energy, cost. and time consumed by the current. business processes of this community. 
Raytheon. w.b:ich will leverage ,expenise developed in the Gorvemmentllndu:stty sponsored CALS 
{Computer-aided Acquisition and Logistic Suppon) Program, will adapt the I-95 architecture to 
such tasks as compound. format messaging, information search and retrieval. electronic document 
receipt/ackcow ledgment. annotation and acceptance. 

I-95 will provide the common infrastructure. now nussing from the CALS model. Instead of each 
cootractor developing its own access and delivery smu · gies and implementations, all users will 
exploit a rich .set of generically available services. This approach will foster a third-party market 
for low-cost turnkey systems allowing smaller enterpri se.s to fully participate in the federal 
sectors of the informatio□ marketplace. Service can be ex'lended into many areas of federal 
involvement including: environmental data bases and reporting; employment services sllch as job 
banks,. job descrip,tion and resume databases~ smart postal s:ervice:s or altemati ves · and other 
opportunities related to the GSA Energy Transponation Law Enf:o1cement and Aooricalture. 
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.5 . .5 Mass Markets 

In addition to specific applications for the markets identified .above we will also make several 
capabilities available to all users of tbe aetwo k. · ncludiog the general public. lB cause of their 
wide appeal. these mass markets will stres the generality of our approacbt e.g. testing the 
hypothesis that user skills and interface environments developed wit.run a. specific market can be 
applied to adjacent and/or ,overlapping market sectot . 

5.5.1 Labor Markets 
As the current oorporate restructurings suggest,· efficiently matching workers to a coatinua.Uy 
changing array of jobs is likely to be a significant social and economic problem for some time to 
come. As information technology is applied to the la.bar markets • . regions and nations with 1-95 
like infrastmcrur:e will be more attractive for both companies and employees .. 

At a mirummn. this market will require shared databases of available jobs and resumes. of people. 
available for jobs. More elaborate se:rvioes can include aummatic screening tools (e .. g. to find 
plausible candidates for a. job). on-line reforence checking ( or pre.-stored recommendations from 
previous ctients). video-mterviewmg. and so forth. This, activity should co-opt existing service 
providers. such as head-bunters, who might collaborate on the establishment of a multiple listing 
service 0,11,S) patterned on that of the real estate community. 

One possibility that overlaps nicely with the software market uni..t is to focus on the labor market 
for software professionals. Ao extreme example of what these capabilities could. support is the 
formation of "overnight companies"-rapidly assembled teams of people wb.o perform short 
projects and then disband. Such efforts are already common in some industries (e.g. film-making: 
and constructiom), and 1~95' s network capabilities make the.m feasible in other situations. 

5.5.2 Wan:t ads 
As preliminazy services of this type on the Internet already .mdica.te., the:1:e is a latent demand for 
market-making services of the type currently provided by newspaper want-ads: apartments for 
r-ent. used fumirure and appliances real estace, etc. Wltb little customization to particular types of 
markets, general tools such as our clialogue level browser, can replace a laborious manual search 
with a simple database query. 

S..S.3 Education and Training 
NYNEX will experiment with I-95 deU.very of educational services. Specific opportwtlties to be 
investigate-d include: 
•· Remote Classrooms: Using video confe.renc ing and shared whiteboard technology. teachers 

can lead classes attended by stud . nts at geographically dispersed sites. 

• Lesson Planners~ Teachers. will be able to consult con~ent e perts who assist in the locatioo of 
educational materials that can readily be incorporated wil:hin lesson plans. 

• Portfolio Assessment,:_ This tool will. support the collaborative review ,of student portfolios. 
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6.. Instrumentation And Evaluation Activities 

6.1 Substrate Measurement And Analysis 

UCLA will develop a ceoter for 1-95 substral\e measurement, evaluation and design. The center 
will serve the I-95 community by tracking traffic patterns and trends. It will evaluate the overall 
performance of the substrate and provide directions for growth. 

The l-95 substraite will be an iaterconnection of networks based on different technologies 
(wireless wired backbone, L..ANs satellite channels. etc.). covering different geographies, and 
serving diverse- needs of different c-0mm:unities. An important responsibility of the UCLA center 
will be to discover correlations between traffic patterns of users within the same. market as well 
as across markets. The center will be eqwpped with tools to: mo,nitor network and user behavior:
coHe~t measurements; denve correlations; predict performance; and plan growth and 
recomfigurati.on. In addition, the center will make measurement data. a:nd tools. available to other 
groups (users or network infrastructure providers) who may wish to develop their own 
performance projections and reconfiguration plans. 

The center will be. a shared facility that allows a diverse community to interact. to share idea.st 
and to document the.ir .findings ia a "'live and active repository of data, tools. system models. 
and reported results. The work of earlier developers will be captured and re-used so1 that. me 
effort ihat goes into its formation is not lost. w h n a project ends. Th UCLA cenrer will be a 
national resource and. we hope to work with other regional alliances on its establishment and 
operation. 

6.2 Productivity, Management: and Social Impact 
Much of me value created m a modern economy results from the economies of specialization and 
sc~e enabled by efficient markets. The value that 1~95 can cr-eate by unp:roving search, reducing 
transaction costs and enabling □ew coordinauon mechanism is likely to be very substantial. We 
wm evaluate our productivity improvements through trarutio.nal indirect measures such as 
output and productivity! profits and sales. and consumer sw:plus. However sinoe I ..i!:)5 will create 
new markers and radically redefine many existing markets, so.me of the most profound changes it 
enables may escape the traditional measures. This is especially true of •changes in the nature of 
products and services and. in organizational structure. 

The •changes 1enab ed by an jnformation infrastructure include impro•ved ·1i_t~ of products and 
services to customer needs increased timelin.ess, reduced error rates. reduced mv1e:ntorles greater 
product variety and increased innovation. For instamce inventory levels and the frequency of 
•Jstock:-out:s, are lme!y to be .reduced • .an~ with the cooperallon of participating :firms. these 
benefits can be directly estimated .. 

The full benefits of 1-95 will only be achieved if people adjust and firms 11e-configure themselves 
to adapt m the new enviio·nment. For instance, fu:ms increasingly r1ely on market cootclination 
(e.g. outsourcing) as mformatiom technolpgy reduces the cost of :using the market. I-95 will 
ena1b1e flexible approaches to production (e,.g. ·•agile manufacturing ) and the rapid cooroination 
of teams of experts to meet particular needs ( e.g. ·'vmual corporations''). Careful measurement 
of the or.ganizati.onal changes associated with the introduction of l-95 will help firms prepare for 
the changing competitive envlironment. 
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